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Steve Fraser as impresario introduced the panel, which included Fred Brooks (Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), David Parnas (Univ. of Limerick), Linda Northrop (Software Engineering Inst.), Aki Namioka (Cisco Systems), Dave Thomas (Bedarra Research), Ricardo Lopez (Qualcomm), and Martin Fowler (ThoughtWorks).

Steve started by polling the audience: “How many of you have read the paper?” About three-quarters raised their hands. “I remember that it came out on the day of my doctoral defense. My thesis supervisor said it was a good thing that I didn’t say anything that disagreed with Fred.”

Opening statements

The first panelist to speak was Fred Brooks, who is widely recognized for his 1975 book The Mythical Man-Month (Addison-Wesley), a collection of essays on software project management. The book was based on Fred’s experience as the project manager for the development of IBM’s System/360 family of computers and then the OS/360 operating system and compilers. Fred recapped “No Silver Bullet,” suggesting that software challenges are either essential or accidental. The premise of the paper was that unless the remaining accidental complexity is 90 percent of all the remaining complexity, shrinking all accidental complexity to zero still would not result in an order-of-magnitude improvement. Fred suggested that useful solutions must address inherent complexity—observing that object-oriented techniques have come closest to achieving this goal.

Next up was David Parnas, whose collected papers were published in Software Fundamentals (Addison-Wesley) in 2001. In particular, he’s known for his Communications of the ACM papers “On the Criteria to Be Used in Decomposing Systems into Modules” (May 1972) and “Software Aspects of Strategic Defense Systems” (Dec.
David described a “silver bullet” as a technique that requires no training or experience to apply—a silver bullet should find its mark without aim. He stated that no such single technique exists. He asked two questions: “Why was it necessary for Fred to write ‘No Silver Bullet?’ Why talk about it when 20 years have proved it right? Designing software is hard and will always be hard. No easy answers here!”

David suggested that a proportion of our community would sell wooden legs to a snake and then try to measure increased snake productivity. In order to sell whatever idea they believe in (and many honestly believe in the goodness of their product), they paint it as a silver bullet. Most programmers don’t produce quality software, and they’re always looking for better tools and quick fixes. David argued that progress made to date as a result of software tools and methods is a myth—suggesting that progress has been the result of hardware improvements rather than software improvements.

Linda Northrop commented that she was a university professor when “No Silver Bullet” was first published, and had promptly made it required reading in her classes. The article inspired students. We’ve made some progress in software development, as evidenced by the construction of more complex systems. Productivity has improved significantly in niche areas such as software product lines. Object orientation was about modeling, as Kristen Nygaard put it. However, Nygaard said we lost the battle when we missed the boat about essence in OO. So it’s easier to work around the edges and address accidents. The essential difficulties are conformity, complexity, and changeability. We still need to cultivate discipline, great designers, and hard work.

Aki Namioka agreed with the premise of “No Silver Bullet” but remained optimistic. Software engineering as a discipline has expanded significantly, both in terms of system complexity and the community’s global extent. Aki referenced the Second Life environment, the topic of an OOPSLA keynote talk. Second Life is an example of how programming is now accessible to many nondevelopers. Now it takes a “village” to ship software with many disparate stakeholders.

Dave Thomas reflected on OOPSLA’s beginnings, his advocacy of OO, and how he had been impressed by Simula’s elegance and by what could be done in Smalltalk. He commented that today’s object technology is gratuitously complex (for example, middleware and frameworks), so much so that talented people spend their time trying to stay on top of things, because the technology is unstable and constantly changing. For many current applications, the basic problem hasn’t changed. These applications can often be expressed as simple functional transformations.

Dave criticized the software industry for its adoption of certification programs, suggesting that industry has opted for certificates rather than competence. People don’t have a sense of fundamentals and basic concepts. Objects and agility are great, but objects aren’t everything. Product engineering is what’s important, and domain-specific languages can be very useful to improve productivity. There’s great potential for so-called “high-barrier” languages often associated with the functional- and vector-programming communities. These languages for power programmers have enabled real successes in niche domains and can be nicely extended via domain-specific languages. Google’s MapReduce is an example of productivity gains derived from functional programming that hides the distributed infrastructure’s complexity.

Ricardo Lopez believes that the fear of software failure drives a fruitless quest for silver bullets. We try to avoid the things we fear. Ricardo hypothesized that complexity is the way we’ve personified our fear, but to fear complexity is to fear life. Simplicity isn’t something that’s conserved (in nature); life is elegant in its complexity. The attempt to avoid complexity leads to accidents. Striving for excellence is the real silver bullet that will deliver an order-of-magnitude improvement through growth, both personal and professional. The silver bullet must come from within, rather than without. WE are THE Silver Bullet—which we achieve by professional excellence.

Martin Fowler stated that “No Silver Bullet” continues to be both an enjoyable must-read and an influential reference. In a blink (captured in a YouTube video), Martin was transformed into the Werewolf of Brooks’ article.

As the Werewolf, he said, “I am alive and well”—and continued stating that OO was “an evil idea” but that he was able to overcome it. “Certainly there are many good ideas in object orientation, but the great thing is: nobody actually does it.”

People use languages without the ideas, so the object community still has much to do. The Werewolf also has other weapons. “I love multicore concurrency systems.” He felt that the use of prebuilt components was dangerous to him, but it was a theory with a crucial weakness: “It only helps you if the libraries are any good. I’ve been very good at getting people to build very bad libraries.”

As for good designers, the Werewolf said that fortunately nobody outside the conference realizes that they’re important. Software’s invisibility helps him, and our challenge is to convince others that good designers are necessary. He expressed a liking for waterfalls and the tendency to generate unrealistic plans. The desire for silver bullets creates far more work for people.

**Dialogue with the audience**

After the introductory remarks, Steve took audience questions. The first came from Bertrand Meyer (ETH), who commented that when “No Silver Bullet” first appeared, some managers used it as an excuse to avoid new technologies. Managers doubted many of the productivity claims made in the late 1980s for OO languages, design techniques, and tools. They could point to “No Silver Bullet” to back up their prejudices. Bertrand praised the brave people who advance the field of software engineering and who continue to promote their silver bullets.

Fred reiterated that technologies that

---

**Now it takes a “village” to ship software with many disparate stakeholders.**
attack accidental difficulties won’t solve the real problem.

- Linda thought that we need to focus on user needs, not just to promote new technologies. She agreed that there are noble reasons to trumpet a silver bullet but that there’s one ignoble one—greed!

John Roberts (Qualcomm) asked the panel if teamwork and collaboration might be a silver bullet.

- Ricardo and Dave Thomas both endorsed the idea of getting people to learn from each other. Agile development practices are one approach that might get your most experienced people to work with your young, inexperienced staff.
- David Parnas thought that anything that requires some learning time is really a “lead bullet.” A silver bullet is something that any novice can use effectively with minimal training.
- The Werewolf pointed out with glee that “good people can’t collaborate in teams.” Most people don’t work hard enough at getting teams to collaborate effectively, and heavyweight processes usually diminish collaboration.

Joe Yoder (The Refactory) advocated a combined approach for attacking the Werewolf: good people, understanding requirements changes, refactoring, good design, and teamwork. He called this approach “silver buckshot.”

- Dave Thomas liked this approach but thought it wasn’t repeatable enough to be a silver bullet. He added that leadership was also an important component of building a good team.
- Fred offered two books for guidance on leadership and growing a good team: Peopleware (2nd ed., Dorset House, 1999), the software engineering classic by Tom DeMarco and Tim Lister, and The Carolina Way (Penguin, 2004), by retired University of North Carolina basketball coach Dean Smith.
- Linda agreed that leadership was needed. She lamented that “we don’t lead; we manage.”
- The Werewolf was worried about Peopleware, which he called a “dangerous book.” Fortunately, he mused, using MS Project is more alluring to managers. “Each time someone makes another Gantt chart or PERT chart, I get to eat another kitten.”

The panel was asked for ideas to quantify the impact of new technologies:

- The Werewolf smirked. “There is no way to run repeatable experiments in software engineering to figure out if one method is better than another; you can just argue at conferences. This isn’t really science.”
- Ricardo agreed that productivity measurements are hard. No one likes lines of code as a measure. Agile methods sometimes measure output by counting the number of completed user stories, but some kind of weighting should be applied.
- David Parnas pointed out a measurement dilemma. Do we prefer a developer who produces 2,000 lines in two days or 500 lines in three days for the same task?
- Aki questioned the rationale behind measurement: “What are the goals that you want to achieve?” Instead of an assessment of productivity, managers might be using measurement as a pressure tactic to get developers to do more.

The panel was asked to clarify the difference between essential and accidental complexity. What can we do to get over the accidental issues and really get to the essence?

- Aki suggested that we’ve come a long way (mostly positive) with programming environments and debugging tools.
- The Werewolf saw a major communication obstacle. Developers are isolated because managers don’t understand developers and because developers aren’t good at talking with customers.

Brian Foote (Industrial Logic) asked everyone to think about some “worse is better” notions. He claimed that somehow the world is working out, even though there is a lot of appalling code. A lot of the bad code actually works well enough to satisfy user needs. So, maybe the silver bullet is to make people better at writing bad code.

- Ricardo distinguished between bad code and cataclysmic code. He thought that systems should be designed to tolerate software failures, and we need a way to weed out “bad” code.
- David Parnas wasn’t sure. “What’s good for developers isn’t necessarily good for the world. I know folks who have written software that only they can fix.”

One questioner compared today’s software technology advances with the history of mathematics. Calculus was a kind of silver bullet in the world of mathematics and physics, but going from geometry to calculus took over 1,500 years. If we think of OO as an unfinished silver bullet, how do we “finish” objects so that “real” people can use them?

- David Parnas was ready: “That is the topic of my talk this afternoon. You won’t like the answer.” His afternoon talk was titled “Precise Software Documentation: Making Object Orientation Work Better.”
- Fred suggested, “Try to make a system good for one application, and then generalize.”
- Ricardo warned about losing good technologies. He recalled that Archimedes developed calculus 2,000 years ago but that the Romans destroyed his work.
- Dave Thomas didn’t endorse all var-
iations of object technology. Certain kinds of frameworks, “frameworks where insides leak out creating massive dependencies,” aren’t good. Packaging software as components can help. Many techniques can be used in the alchemy of building systems.

Last words

Because the panel’s allotted time was running out, Steve had each panelist give a short summary:

- The Werewolf reminded the audience that the unexpected appearance of complexity is what gives him power. Humans always have so much optimism, and they overestimate their capabilities.
- Ricardo disagreed with the Werewolf. We’re making progress against complexity every day. Of course, we’re also creating new complexity. The complexity in our life 10 years from now will be different from today’s complexity.
- Dave Thomas thanked Fred for the grand challenge. Even if we haven’t achieved a silver bullet, the journey has been valuable and remains a challenge for the next generation.
- Aki suggested that there are both complex and simple systems to build, and not all situations require silver bullets.
- Linda echoed Fred with a philosophical observation: In life, we should focus on the essence, not the accidents.
- David Parnas defended the waterfall approach as originally proposed with inherent iteration. He recommended reading the original waterfall paper by Winston Royce, “Managing the Development of Large Software Systems” (Proc. IEEE WESCON, IEEE Press, 1970). Royce pointed out that the waterfall could never work without iteration and feedback. Parnas said the waterfall has been made a straw man to try to sell something better.
- Fred was worried that we don’t understand enough about others’ successes and failures. His point: “I know of no other field where people do less study of other people’s work.”

As panel impresario, Steve had the final word—thanking both the panelists and the audience for a spirited discussion and proclaiming, “There is no silver bullet!”
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